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Objective of the Session 

Our Role (SAM & 
Marketing) 

What the Best 
Do Differently Equipping You to 

Be the Catalyst

Leveraging 
Marketing to 
Differentiate

Finding a 
Customer-centric 

Solution……

…that’s 
Repeatable



Strategic Account Management Today

Rise of data 
management and 

insight

significantly larger 
customer & internal 

value creation 
networks

Shifts in the type of 
customer problems to 

be solved

Need to demonstrate 
measurable impact in 

and on the 
customer’s business 

model



Meta Trends of the Customer Buying Journey 

of B2B buyers 
conduct more 
than half their 
research online 
before ever 
reaching out. 

Customers are 
more than two 
times more likely 
to engage when 
offers and 
communication is 
personalized

74% 75%
of B2B buyers 
now use social 
media or other 
digital channels 
to do research.

90%
of decision 
makers say they 
never respond 
to cold call 
outreach.

2.1x
of executives 
will read 
unsolicited 
marketing 
materials IF it 
has ideas 
relevant to their 
business

75%



PULL

PRICE

PUSH

Marketing

Sales

Pricing 
management/risk 

sharing 

Traditional to Dynamic Customer- Centric Approach



On a scale of 1 -5, 
(five being the 
best) 

How much is 
marketing involved 
in your SAM selling 
process?



Marketing : Creating Distinctive Business Value

What the Best Do Differently
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Engage in bold collaboration, teamwork, from the 
early stages 

Expand understanding by developing/Co 
creating the  customer journey

Co-Create the solution with the 
SAM and customer

Bring  strengths + enterprise value 
capabilities (the cupboard)

Communicate and scale within the organization  
Co-create distinguishing value proposition + 

elevate value to customer’s customer

partner in quantifying business 
value 

Provide continuous Business 
intelligence/Monitor Relevant insight

Scale value solution to
the rest of the organization 

Proactively Translate data into 
actionable insights

Bu
sin

es
s

Technology

Solutions + 

Services

Financial

Customer 
Value

Profitable 
GrowthPROOF

+ NEXT
Execute
+Expand

THEM
Discover

US
Develop

FIT
Activate



Roles in Digital Economy 

MARKETING
• Co-Innovation
• Define customer journey 

360 view of the customer
• Account-based marketing
• Build customer experience 

support & provide insight
• Leverage science and art 

of their functions 
• Quantify the value 
• Scale value solution within 

organization 

SAMs
• Co-Creation
• Defining what customer cares 

about
• Account base strategic selling 
• Bringing insights, hindsights, 

and foresights (co-developed) 
• Leverage company-facing skills, 

assets
• Quantify Impact
• Scale the solutions within their 

accounts 

Personalized 
ABM 

Personalized 
engagement 



Working Together to Impact the Customer Journey

Understand customer and their 
Careabouts

Assess
commercial 

viabilityContinuous BI 
& insights

Monitor
Customer  
environ-

ment

1
2

3

4

5

Solution 
Design in 

Buying 
Journey

Marketing 
• Business 

insights and 
data points

SAMs
• Customer 

insights of 
business, 
financial, 
technical 
environment

Co 
creation 
process



From the Customer Journey to the Customer Value Storyboard 

Understand Customer and Their 
Careabouts

Assess
Commercial 

ViabilityGuide
Knowledge 
Generation

Monitor
Customer  
Environ-

ment

1
2

3

4

5

Solution 
Design in 

Buying 
Journey



Customer Buying Journey



Point of 
Inspiration

Unaware

Aware
Explore & 
Research

Validate
Purchase

Defining the 
“Connection Opportunities”

Mapping the Customer Buying Journey 

Point of 
Sale



Co-Innovation

It’s right in front of you; we just have to see it





Under Armour Customer Buying Journey
Connection Opportunities 

• Content call 
out on 
booking 
page

• Confirmation 
CTA

• Post-stay guest 
comments with 
Net Promoter 
Score

• Collaborative 
co-branding 
wellness 

• “Warrior 
Wellness” 
co-branding

• Loyalty Marketing

• Upgraded 
room types 
with 
bedding

• Wearable 
technology 
synch during 
stay

• Intra Channel 
UA highlights

SAM

Pre-
Arrival

Post-
Stay LoyaltyStayArrival

• Co-branded 
run routes

Booking

• Content on 
Website 
highlighting 
recovery 
system

• Connections 
into our 
purchasing 
system and 
their 
appropriate 
team members



Unaware

Aware
Explore & 
Research

Validate
Purchase

Defining the 
“Connection Opportunities”

Life before 
diagnostic 

1st

treatment 
decision  

Getting 
diagnosed

1st

treatment 
experience Getting 

information 

Controlled
/disease 

free  

Denial or 
acceptance 

Disease 
presentation 

Maintenance 
/relapse 

Trouble 
shooting 

Mapping the Patient Journey



Patient Journey and patient drivers impact

Being able to 
access the 

best possible 
treatment

Managing the 
complexity of 

my disease 

Gaining 
control over 

my symptoms 

Not having to 
wait for the 
treatment I 
need or its 

impact
Living well

Feeling 
supported 

and 
empowered 

to manage my 
disease

Patient 
Value 

Drivers / 
Careabouts 

Being able to 
access and 
afford the 

best possible 
treatment

Having the 
information I 

need to 
understand 

my condition 
and the 

treatment 
options 

Experiencing 
improvement 

in my 
condition 

with minimal 
side effects 

from my 
medication

Receiving the 
optimal 

treatment at 
the right time

Living as 
normal a life 
as possible

Being 
supported 

and 
empowered 

to manage my 
condition

So what?

1 2 3 4 5 6



Patient Journey and Then… Working as a Team Mktg SAM 
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Understanding the patient journey, 
break points, and different experiences 
across patients. Their careabouts and 
unmet needs 

Co-create the value to the big 
opportunity from the patient and 
customer perspective 

1

2

3

4

5

Understand their perspective by putting 
ourselves in their place and considered 
what we would need to feel in control of 
our diseaseUnderstand the careabouts of 

other customers (HCPs / 
accounts & Payers) and 
considered what we would 
matter to manage our patients 

Identified the needs / opportunity 
1.     Impact to patients
2. Impact to other stakeholders/account
3. Feasibility / impact / differentiation
4. Resources / budget 



Without 

oxygen we 

can only 

snorkel



Understand Customer and Their 
Careabouts

Assess
Commercial 

Viability
Insights

Monitor
Customer  
Environ-

ment

1
2

3

4

5

Solution 
Design in 

Buying Journey



Value Creation Thought FrameworkTM

Crossing the SAM – Digital Marketing Chasm

THEM US FIT PROOF

What do they care 
about? What do we bring? What is the impact? Where have we 

done it before?
• Increased market 

share 

• Exposing their new 
line to new 
customers

• Knowing and 
understanding the 
white space 

• A way of exposing 
your products to 
new and untapped 
customers

Athletes and               
“Ath-leisure”

• Continuous 
feedback of loop 
of product and 
product 
development

• 10% of our 
inventory in four of 
our gateway cities 
to have Recovery 
Sheets; potential 
experiential users 
of 6000 

• Co-creation of 
digital marketing 
campaigns 
highlighting and 
endorsing both 
brands

• Internal product 
launch and study 
in buyer behavior



Value Creation Thought FrameworkTM: 
Leveraging Marketing 

THEM US FIT PROOF

Customer 
Careabouts

Pr
od

uc
ts

 

Se
rv

ic
es

 

Va
lu

e 
En

ab
le

rs
 

Fit between the 
customer buying 

journey, the 
careabouts, and the 

* US *

WHAT 

Business cases 
Use cases 

Marketing has the accountability to provide, 
co-create and scale 

Sales Marketing

Insight, 
Data

Connection 
Opportunities

Customer Buying Journey Guardian of the 
cupboards

Pa
rt

ne
rs

hi
ps

 /A
lli

an
ce

s  



Tip of the Spear
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• SAMs are the VOC

• Customers want SAMS to 
“leverage their assets”; bring 
marketing along with you.

• Shared understanding of Third 
Box ThinkingTM

• Mapping of the Customer Buying 
Journey

• Collaboration on the Connection 
Opportunities focused from point 
of inspiration to point of sale

• Value Creation Framework 



Install Apply Extend Expand Sustain 

Roadmap to the journey 

Creating mindset 
and 
communication 
alignment 

Through 
doing and 
business 
simulations, 
change the 
behaviors

Routinizing it 
with the 
customer 

Cross 
organization, 
creating 
sponsorship 
and culture

Creating a self 
sustainable 
environment to 
continue 
growth and skill 
development 



Thank You! We believe in the Chaos Theory. 
A small action can create a point of inflection and 

brilliance.

Kate Burda
kb@summitvalue.com
972.567.7792

Dominque Côté
dc@summitvalue.com

32.491.35.48.46

You don’t have to go at it alone.



KATE BURDA : Vice President, business development and delivery 
The SUMMIT Group 

Kate joined The Summit Group after over 26 years working with public and 
private companies focused on building best-of-class sales and marketing teams, 
to accelerate and realize higher revenue potential. She has lead marketing and 
sales teams, and revenue management / pricing teams. Her work is focused on 
the ”Revenue Trifecta” of sales, marketing, and revenue management 
distribution channels.

Currently she currently teaches at Purdue University on Price Modeling, Revenue Management, and 
Distribution systems.  

Kate’s experience has ranged from working within; a real estate investment trust; large multi-national 
hospitality corporations; smaller franchise groups within hospitality; and commercial, retail, and multi-family 
real estate. She has held senior executive positions with companies that have gone through mergers and 
acquisitions, bankruptcy, start-ups, and growth. Hyatt, Hilton, and Marriott are some of the companies where 
she has lead revenue teams.

Her talent lies in connection and clarity. Connecting teams to ideas and their higher-performance self, and 
creating strategies that are have the clarity to be easily executed and mobilized to an outcome.

She has accreditation as a Hotel Sales and Marketing Digital Marketing accreditation as well as Revenue 
Management Specialist.  

Kate received her MBA from the University of Colorado and completed her BA from the University of 
Wisconsin-Stout. She and her husband, Bob, live in Dallas, where he has pleasure of being the Associate 
Commissioner at the Big 12 Conference. If she is not thinking about revenue efficacy, you can find her 
traveling and exploring. 



DOMINIQUE CÔTÉ : President LifeScience Practice and EMEA Customer Development 
The SUMMIT Group

Dominique brings over 28 years of local, global, & international experience in the Life Science sector. 
She leads Summit’s Life Science practice and EMEA customer development.
She is an accomplished international business leader, recognized as a chief architect of global account 
program journeys, leading corporate changes and cultural shifts for customer-centric innovation and 
patient value.
She is a panelist and keynote speaker in Europe and the U.S. in the areas of customer 
centricity/engagement, Global Account Management programming, and Pharma Commercial 
Excellence - as a subject matter expert.

Dominique has a scientific and research background in genetic/immunology and oncology. She is from Canada, where she 
worked for the first 20 years of her career in the human pharmaceutical industry with companies like Roche, (Sandoz) Novartis, 
and Pfizer before relocating to Europe.
During her career, Dominique held positions of increasing responsibility in the areas of sales, marketing, L&D, KAM, business
effectiveness, and general management (P&L). She managed teams in more than 36 countries, leading activities to optimize 
profitability and effectiveness of field forces, as well as enabling deployment of new commercial business models – such as 
spearheading the global account management program at Pfizer EMBU and CRM deployment. She most recently served as 
global VP marketing for UCB biopharma.
Her career provided her with global/varied market experience and diversified culture knowledge. Dominique has been on 
many global councils for learning and development/KAM/patient centricity, as well as diversity. She has been on the board of 
SAMA (Strategic Account Management Association) since 2011 and was on the HBA (Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association) 
steering committee for international strategy, and the CCPE board (Canadian Council for Pharmaceutical Education).
Dominique lives in Brussels, Belgium and speaks French and English.
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